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<;;{ c 2 . DEVELOPMENT PLAN REVIEW 
· ·- proposal to undertake STUDY B 
OLDER INNER,CITY -TYPE AREA STUDY 
Submitted April 10th., 1978 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINNIPEG 
WINNIPEG, CANADA R3B 2E9 
INSTITUTE OF URBAN STUDIES 
DIRECTOR- DR. LLOYD AXWORTHY 
TELEPHONE 786-7811- AFTER HOURS 775-6802 
April 10 1978 
Mr. R. L. \~ard 
Study f·ianager 
Development Plan Review 
Department· of Environmental Planning 
City of Vlinnipeg 
100 nain Street 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C lAS 
Dear Bob: 
Re: Housing Component Study 8 
Greater Winnipeg Development Plan Review 
On behalf of the Institute of Urban Studies, I am 
pleased to enclose our detailed terms of reference in 
connection with Study B, Inner City Type Area. In framing 
our submission we have attempted to carefully follow the 
guidelines set out in your letter of r1a;~ch 16th and attached 
terms of reference. However, if you have any questions 
regarding our submission, please do not hesitate to call 
r,Je at the above number. 
G1:nc 
Encl. 
Yours sincet~ely, 
~0. 'ri C(QQJ?_ 
Christine r~cKee 
Assistant Director 
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SECTION l 
STUDY CONTENT AND 
PURPOSE 
---------·------------------
1-1 PURPOSE OF STUDY 
The overall purpose of the study is to assist the Greater 
Winnipeg Plan Review Team to develop policy options for 
Winnipeg • s inner city in re 1 ati on to Winnipeg as a v1ho 1 e and to 
set targets and guidelines for future policies related to the 
inner city. 
One of the basic prerequisites in developing housing policy 
options at the municipal level is the collection of a systematic 
body of knowledge. This provides detailed information on the 
existing housing situation, provides a base for predicting 
future scenarios, for consideration of policy options and 
offers improved guidance on the choice of blanket or target 
policy options appropriate for particular areas. This is 
particularly important in inner city areas where there exists 
a diversity of very different neighbourhood environments and a 
similar diversity of views and impressions of the inner city 
1 
and prescriptions about what should be done. The housin0 work 
organized by the City of Winnipeg for the Greater t~innipeg 
Development Plan Review provides the opportunity to develop 
a sound information base for policy purposes, to sift out the 
relevant economic, social and physical conditions in the inner 
city, determine relationships between those conditions and 
assess the right course of action. The Institute of Urban 
Studies feels privileged to have been asked to participate in 
formulating a proposal for assembling this data base. 
1-2 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF STUDY 
a. To develop a dynamic definition for the inner city 
and inner city type areas. 
b. To determine an appropriate unit of analysis. 
c. To describe and analyze present inner city conditions 
at both the macro inner city and micro area by area 
level in relation to demographics of population, 
housing stock, land use, land and property ownership, 
investment patterns, private and public rehabilitation 
activity, servicing levels, effectiveness of existing 
political structures and specific need groups. 
d. To determine community goals and objectives in relation 
to inner city areas and to examine attitudes to inner 
city. 
e. To analyze and project the implications of existing 
trends. 
f. To define and document inner city housing problems in 
relation to the followinq groups and factors, city 
re 1 a ted prob 1 ems, prob 1 ems re 1 a ted to other 1 eve 1 s .of 
government, problems as defined by residents, problems 
as defined by other interest groups, housing supply 
problems and the problems of specific need groups. 
2 
g. To develop policy options for the inner city and at 
the aggregate level, at the target area level, and 
at the policy planning level to deal vJith the problems 
of special need groups. 
1-3 PROPOSAL 
It is proposed that the Institute of Urban Studies undertake 
Study B, Older Inner-City Type Area Study, using a special 
core study group of four Institute staff members which would 
be directed frofl the Institute's office at the University of 
Winnipeg. Additional research assistance would be utilized 
as required. 
3 
SECTION 2 
CAPABILITY OF THE 
INSTITUTE OF URBAN 
STUDIES TO UNDERTAKE 
STUDY 
2-1 RELEVANCE OF PREVIOUS INSTITUTE WORK 
Since its inception in 1968, the study of housing in the inner 
city of l~innipeg and prescriptive policy options to deal with 
its special nature have been a major focus of the work of the 
Institute of Urban Studies. This interest and expertise is 
reflected in the diversified work that has been undertaken by 
the Institute on the subject. Its work in housing has included 
studies on urban renewal, rehabilitation and conservation of 
older houses in inner city areas, infill housing, determining 
housing needs of senior citizens, evaluating government and 
voluntary agency programs operating in the inner city and else-
where, and training low income housing managers. The Institute•s 
work on inner city housing issues has taken several forms and 
directions. These include directly commissioned studies and 
program evaluations for government and other groups such as 
the United Way and non profit housing groups; initial impetus 
for and involvement in direct action programs such as Winnipeg 
5 
Home Improvement Project, Kinew Housing, and St. Andrews Place; 
and policy oriented work which has recently involved presenting 
briefs on prescriptive policy options to Community Committees, 
on a conservation area approach to inner city problems;l the 
Building Commission, on alternative approaches to Code Enforce-
ment;2 to the Chamber of Commerce on economic development 
strategies for the core area;3 and to the BellamCommission on 
Land Use Policies.4 In addition, I.U.S. recently completed a 
major study in Saskatchewan as part of the national evaluation 
of NIP and RRAP programs. This involvement provided the 
Institute with unique and valuable experience in developing 
special research tools in program evaluation and community 
analysis.5 
1. Christine t·1cKee et al, Innovative Strategies for the 
Renewa 1 of· 01 det Nei ghbourMods, (~ri nni peg: IUS, 1977). 
2. Gene Milgram, A Plan for Life Safety from Fire for 
11 Kennedy Street, (Winnipeg: IUS, August, 1976). 
3. Christine ~kKee et al, Economic Restruction of the 
Inner Cit), A Community Development Approach, (Winnipeg: 
Ius, 1978 • 
5. David l~alker et al, "NIP/RRAP Saskatchewan Study, 11 
(Winnipeg: Unpub 1 i shed study done for C~1HC by IUS, 1976). 
6 
The Core Area Report6 undertaken for the 1·Ji nni neq Po 1 ice 
Commission which analyzed conditions in the core area in terms 
of socio-demographic profiles, housing conditions, services and 
facilities, physical, socia1 and economic interventions, crime 
and police services and t:1e special problems of native people, 
v1as a particularly valuable analysis . 
. In 1976 and in 1977, IUS conducted random surveys of the 
residents of the inner city area of Uinnineg to probe the·ir 
views tO\-.tards their nei·Jhbourhood in ~eneral and the housinCJ 
in particular. In all, 700 peonle livin~ within the boundaries 
of the defined area (f\.rl innton on the \lest, the rivers on the 
south and east, and Church on the ~·lorth) Here surveyed throun 11 
in person interviews conducted at their homes by teams of 
trained interviewers. Information collected includes: aspects 
of the neighbourhood residents1 like and dislike (elicited in 
7 
a completely open-ended manner), residents• vievJ of the condition 
of their mm and others' housing in the area, number and type of 
housing rerai.rs 111ade, ·,·Jhether repairs ':Jere made by occupant or 
landlord, residents' familiarity vlith various housing renair 
assistance programs, residents' degree of attachment to the 
-----·--·------------
6. Lloyd Ax\"IOrthy et al, Hinni e 's Core Area: 
of Conditions Affecting Law Enforcement, Winnipeg: 
An Assessment 
IUS, 1975 • 
8 
neighbourhood, and resident priority placed on housing 
repair. In addition, de~oqranhic info~1ation (a~e, education, 
ethnic origin, income, size and composition of ~10usehold, tyne 
and cos.t of housing unit, tenure, number of years at same 
address) v-1as collected for each interviewee. Information 1•1as 
obtained from randomly-drawn samples in tHo successive years 
so that changes, if any, over time caul d be noted. The data 
have been coded, and freJuency distributions as v/ell as crosr-
tabulations have been obtai ned. The information no\1>1 avai 1 ab 1 e 
presents a highly inter::stinCJ and provocative profile of inner-
city processes and potential -- including differences across 
ethnic origin., in attitudes to housi nq; tenant/owner differences 
and, surprisingly, similarities; effect of income and education 
level on attitudes toward the inner city; variables affecting 
knmdedgeability about public rerair assistance programs _:... a 
profile which provides essential background ~aterial aqainst 
\"lhich to evaluate the suitability and acceptibility of alternate 
planning efforts in the inner city. 7 
---------
7. Christine McKee et al, op. cit. 
9 
The information being collected city-'dide in 1978 by the Social 
Planning Council survey covers qround similar to that of the 
I.U.S. surveys, but in some cases in ~ore detail. To0ether, 
they can provide a valuable opportunity for a three-year 
continuum of changes in the inner city, from 1976 through to 
1978. 1\ll of the information in the SPC survey is relevant 
to the Inner City Study. In particular, the SPC's detailed 
interviewer evaluation of housing condition provides an iPl-
portant and needed dimension to the detailed resident evaluation 
of housing features obtai ned in the IUS survey, but absent fror1 
the SPC instrument.. Though not strictly cor.marabl e on a house-
by-house basis, the tvm surveys together ';.JOuld provide comolementary 
pictures of the state of repair of the inner city as seen by 
11 insi ders 11 and as seen by 11 0utsi ders 11 , a process vJhi ch could 
reveal important attitudinal factors necessary to take into 
account in successful planning for the inner city. They v!ill 
be most useful for macro level analysis although less useful for 
micro area by area analysis because of nroblems of statistical 
validity. 
Present work being undertaken in conjunction 1·1ith the City of 'Hnnipeg 
Planning Department on the relationship of 1•1innipef1 Code 
Enforcement to the loss of low income housinq units is also 
of direct re 1 evance to the present study required by the city. 
~~~~-~----------- -~--~--
Other work undertaken in 1977 and 1978 indicating a grasp of 
major planning issues related to the inner city and involving 
the use of community input are publications entitled Innovative 
Strategies for the Renewal of Older Neighbourhoods8 and Report 
10 
to the Day Care Commission.9 The former also provides a discussion 
of a dynamic definition for the inner city, provides micro-level 
profiles of selected inner city areas, assesses public policy 
interventiDns and suggests some prescriptive policy options. 
An unpublished paper on private investment in the inner city 
of Winnipeg is also likely to be a valuable and unique data 
source. 10 
A complete list of Institute published and unpublished work 
rel~vant to the proposed study is included in Appendix C. 
In addition, the Institute of Urban Studies has undertaken 
programs and detailed examination of many data sources available 
to identify and study the variables identified for Study B 
both in the course of collecting information for this subn1ission 
8. Christine McKee et al, op. cit. 
9. Joyce Epstein, Report to the Day Care Commission, 
(Winnipeg: IUS, 1977). 
10. Marianne Bossen, "The Role of Private Financial 
Institutions in Older Winnipeg Neighbourhoods," (Winnipeg: 
Unpublished consultant•s report, IUS, 1976). 
and in the recent past in connection with other work. The 
Institute•s understanding and experience with local conditions 
mean that the Institute will be at a distinct advantage in 
relation to other consultants particularly in view of the 
ti~ht timetable of the project not only in terms of familiarity 
with the data and grasp of major issues~ but because of 
detailed knowledge of data sources and as a ~ajar holder and 
co-ordinator of relevant data. 
In addition, the Institute can offer a skilled and experienced 
interdisciplinary team of staff to work on the inner city study 
drawn from diversified backgrounds which include Planning, 
Political Science, Social Policy and Administration, and 
Psychology; student research assistance resources, particularly 
master level students enrolled in the M.A. in Urban ~1anagement, 
and access to the University of Winnipeg on-line computer and 
computer services staff. 
2-2 ABILITY TO WORK WITH OTHER CONSULTANTS 
11 
During the course of collecting information for this submission, 
the Institute has been in touch with all consultants competing 
for Housing Studies A and B. It was recognized by IUS that 
a close \1-torking relationship would need to be established with 
consultants intending to bid on Housing Study A. From these 
discussions, the Institute is confident that it could 
collaborate with any of the consultants listed. It is likely 
that should IUS be selected to conduct Study B, mutual 
collaboration would be particularly effective with IBI 
Associates or Peter Barnard and Associates. The Institute 
already has a close working relationship with the Social 
Planning Council. 
12 
SECTION 3 
DEFINITION AND 
DOCUMENT AT! ON OF 
EXISTING SITUATION 
(ACT! VI TV H-5)-
3-1 DEFINITION OF TERt~S 
The purpose of H-5 is to define and document housin~ problems 
of the inner city or~ an area by area basis as an information 
base for determining and selecting future policy options. A 
prerequisite in assembling a systematic information base is 
a means of describing and classifying the phenomena in question. 
The proposal call for Study R identifies four specific 
requirements in this connection. 
1. The development of a dynamic definition of the 
inner city. 
2. Definition of a unit of analysis which will allow 
comparability area by area and future monitoring and 
updating. 
3. Categorization of inner city areas according to key 
housing and demographic characteristics. 
4. Identification of particular types of inner city areas 
likely to respond to different types of policy and 
development options. 
The following discussion addresses Requirements 1 and 2. 
14 
DYNAMIC DEFINITION OF INNER CITY 
The inner city is often defined in simply spatial terms as 
the central core of urban areas and the residential and mixed 
d. th" 11 areas surroun 1ng 1s core. This provides geographically 
defined boundaries and a manageable focus and framework for 
organizing information about the inner city. It will be 
necessary for the purposes of this study to spatially delineate 
the inner city areas which are to be studied. This will consti-
tute a meaningful entity for analysis and a point of departure 
for policy formulation. However, it is important that this 
spatial delineation be finally determined after discussion and 
agreement between the development Plan Review Team and the 
selected consultants for both study A and B and that a dynamic 
definition be arrived at which takes into account all relevant 
definitional factors including spatial. 
The reasons for developing a dynamic definition are several. 
The characteristics which make inner city type areas susceptible 
to unique pressures and which call for special policy 
11. Christine McKee, op. cit. 
15 
prescriptions are more complex than a spatial definition can 
reflect and are related to: 
- heterogeneity of population; 
- mixed and changing land use patterns; 
- aging structures; 
- wide disparity of land prices; 
- redevelopment pressures; 
- low income zones; 
- congestion problems; 
- shifting community structures, hath ethnic and 
socio-economic.12 
In addition recent research on inner city areas has placed 
increasing emphasis on understanding the series of networks 
which make up the inner city and an analysis of social~ political 
and economic factors, as well as spatial and physical, as a hasis 
for policy making in housing and planning. 
The loss of meaningful participation in the mainstream 
economy has resulted in neighbourhood decay, social 
disorganization, crime, vandalism, blight, and housing 
abandonment - all the phenomena of crises associated 
with the ghetto. A seemingly cancerous process leads 
to the rapid destruction of sound housing stores in 
neighbourhoods populated by those trapped on welfare 
or in the secondary labor market.13 
Also, both our own work and that of other researchers has ob-
served the close linkages between housing satisfaction, social 
malaise and neighbourhood perception.l4 
12. Lloyd Axworthy et al, op. cit., p. 3. 
13. H. E. Long, "A Marshall Plan for Cities?:" The Public 
Interest, (New York, Volume 46, Winter, 1977), p. 53. 
14. H. E. Long, op. cit. 
16 
The people in this study want homes in neighbourhoods 
that are safe, convenient, friendly, and undoubtedly, 
economical. The core still fulfills these needs, but 
\dth problems. The preservation of the core from 
destruction by external pressures requires increased. 
awareness and involvement by the residents and increased 
government sensitivity to the diverse values, needs 
and problems of the population.l5 
If residents feel their neighbourhoods are improving, 
this may indicate that renewal efforts are either 
effective or need not be applied. If, on the other 
hand, pessimism is prevalent! further decay and 
abandonment can be expected. 6 
A dynamic definition of the inner city must be based on a 
variety of urban indicators which should be taken into account 
when developing housing policy options and scenarios for the 
inner city. Two options are discussed here which spatially 
define the inner city of Hinnipeg and are based on a dynamic 
definitional approach. 
I.U.S. DEFINITION OF CORE AREA17 
For its report on Winnipeg•s Core Area undertaken for the 
Police Commissionl8 the Institute of Urban Studies examined 
15. Christine McKee et al, op. cit., p. 51. 
16. H. G. Grigsby and L. Rosenburg, Urban Housing Policy, 
(New York: APS Publications, 1975) p. 96. 
17. Lloyd Axworthy et al, op. cit. 
18. Ibid. 
17 
a number of different approaches to definin~ the core area of 
Winnipeg and scrutinized definitions used for previous studies 
and policy purposes. These included Urban RenevJal Area Defini-
tions, the definition used by the Social Planning Council for 
its Social S~rvice Audit in 1969 and functional approaches used 
by City Departments.· Combining these various approaches, I.U.S. 
developed a dynamic definition based on an amalgam of physical, 
social and administrative factors. The Core Area encompassed 
census tracts 13~ 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 33, 34, 35, 36, 42, 43, 45, and was bounded by Church Avenue 
to the North, Arlington Street to the West, and the Assiniboine 
and Red Rivers to the South and East, as shown on Map 1. 
t1cLH10RE, AASS AND KEILHOFER DEFINITIONS OF INNER cny19 
Reg Mclemore et al have developed a definition of the inner 
city which recognizes its special characteristics and the 
unique pressures to which it is exposed. In operationalizing 
their definition of the inner city, they use the age of the 
housing stock as the index. They show that the area that 
emerges when this index is used is a cluster of census tracts 
around the centre of the city. They define the inner city as 
19. 
(Ottawa: 
R. ~1clemore et al, The Changint Canadian Inner City, 
~1inistry of State for Orban Af airs, 1975). 
18 
l . --
MAP 1 
Institute of Urban Studies 
Winnipeg•s Core Area 
those generally contiguous census tracts where the percentage 
of housing built before 1946 is more than double the Metropolitan 
figure.2° Their boundaries are illustrated in Map 2. 
The Institute of Urban Studies recommends that its own definition 
in some~t1hat modified form be used for the Inner City Study, 
because it is based on a greater variety of urban indicators and 
earlier local experience. It is suggested that the Western 
boundary be extended west to make it contiguous with the boun-
daries of Census Tracts 17, 21, 29, and 27. This option is 
illustrated in t1ap 3. It is recognized that boundaries may 
need to be further modified to take new and changing conditions 
into account and to dovetail the inner city boundaries with 
Consultant A1 s definition of the outer city. It is also 
recognized that this recommendation could cause potential 
anomalies as the area of the old City of Winnipeg will be used 
as the definition of the inner city for the 11 in house 11 Inner 
City Capacity Analysis. A final decision on the boundaries 
of the area of study must therefore be made in consultation 
with-Consultant A and the Development Plan Review Team. 
20. R. tklemore et al, op. cit. 
20 
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3-2 UNIT OF ANALYSIS 
In determining an areal unit on which to base data collection 
which will accommodate the above requirements, it is important 
that the unit of analysi~ used: 
- is comparable to units used for other Development Plan 
Revie\IJ Studies that have been commissioned; 
- is an appropriate unit of anaiysis for future policy 
making purposes in the inner city; 
-will allow for ease of future monitor1ng and updating. 
Discussions with City of \tJinnipeg staff and preliminary work 
undertaken to prepare this submission indicate that there is 
unlikely to be a unit of analysis which would be an epitome 
for all requirements. It is suggested that there are three 
possible alternatives which might be used which are outlined 
be 1 0\'-': 
1. Census Enumeration Area. This is a spatial unit canvassed 
.by a Census representative. It has the advantages of small-
ness and the opportunity to collect finely tuned data on 
an area by area basis. It is however, too small for other 
purposes, such as projections, and its boundaries are 
subject to change from census to census. 
2. A Census Tract. A census tract on the other hand is a 
small permanent census statistical area established in 
larger urban communities. It has the advantage of compar-
ability over time from census to census, so is a useful base 
unit for projections and observing trends, and allows 
comparable area by area analysis. Census tracts are 
delineated by Statistics Canada according to the following 
criteria: 
23 
a) a population bet1t1een 2,500 and 8,000 except for tracts 
in the central business district or institutional 
tracts which may have a lower population; 
b) an area that is as homogeneous as possible in terms of 
economic status and social living conditions; 
c) boundaries that fo 11 0\-'/ permanent and easily recognized 
lines on the ground; 
d) as much as possible, a compact shape. 
These criteria have been carefully thought out, Yielding 
sensible units for analysis. Data can be disaggregated to 
the more detailed geographical unit of enumeration area 
where necessary. The census tract however, has the dis-
advantage of some arbitrarily drawn boundaries i·lhi ch may 
cut across neighbourhoods. 
3. Neighbourhood. Staff of ~Jinnipeg City Planning Department 
have recently divided the City of Winnipeg into 164 
neighbourhoods. The criteria used for identifying and 
characterizing neighbourhoods were mainly related to phy-
sical factors such as homogeneity and age of housing stock 
and methods used for dra\1/i ng neighbourhood boundaries were 
intuitive rather than highly definitive. Neighbourhood 
areas characterized in the inner city are roughly comparable 
in size to census tracts and in come cases, neighbourhood 
boundaries are contiguous with census tract boundaries.21 
The neighbourhood characterization boundaries have not yet 
been adopted by Counci 1. (See ~1ap Ll) Using these neigh-
bourhood designations as the unit of analysis for the inner 
city study would present the inherent problem of lack of 
comparability if the rest of the Development Plan Review 
is using census tract as the unit of analysis. Some of 
these problems can be overcome in the future as 1976 Census 
informati"on for neighbourhood·areas can be assembled throuqh 
the use of Statistics Canada Query Library. It is unlikely 
however, that-1976 Census Canada data for the majority of 
neighbourhoods could be assembled in time to be of use to 
the inner city study. 
21. There are 20 census tracts in the inner city based on 
the I.u.s. definition and neighbourhoods. 
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In light of the above discussion~ it is recommended that 
Census Tract be used as the basic unit of analysis for phases 
H-5 and H-6 of the inner city study. 
It should be noted however, that despite anomalies still present 
in using neighbourhoods as a basic unit of analysis, the Planning 
Department 1 s work is closely linked to policy options for desig-
nated types of areas and this will be taken into consideration 
in developing inner city type area policy options and scenarios 
in phase H-7 of this study.22 
3-3 APPROACHES TO DATA COLLECTION 
Whenever possible, use will be made of existing data sources. 
Reasons for this include the following: 
1. Constraints of time and budget will allow only 
limited collection of original data. 
2. The proposal call requires that units of analysis 
be established for data collection purposes which 
will allow for comparable data to be collected 
from existing sources and for monitoring and up-
dating in future years. 
22. See Section V of this proposal. It is intended to 
develop policy options and scenarios for at least 11 pilot 
neighbourhoods 11 (i.e. neighbourhoods which have been the 
subject of special study by the Planning Department) which 
are located in the study area. 
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For these reasons, IUS staff have conducted an extensive survey 
of existing data sources. The results of this survey are 
summarized in the follm'linq Data Source/Variable t1atrix. The 
Matrix charts out the list of variables specified in H-5 of 
the terms of reference (with some additions and modifications) 
against known or likely data sources. Comments in the body of 
the matrix reflect varying levels of knowledqe on availabi1ity, 
accessibility, context, format, level of detail, etc. for each 
variable. It also indicates possible methods for data collec-
tion and identifies those variables that require special treat-
ment and where a limited survey approach may be necessary. 
For example, selected interviews may be required where there 
are significant information gaps or where existing data requires 
intefpretation. In addition, it is likely that discussions will 
also be necessary with City of Winnipeg staff and other interest 
groups in order to define and document inner city housin0 problems 
from different perspectives. 
There are several variables for which very detailed and valuable 
data is available but the data is in such a form that extensive 
manual sorting and collection may be required. Two such sources 
in particular are City building permit records and TEELA Survey 
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DATA SOURCE/VARIABLE 
MATRIX 
LIST OF AREAL UNIT ABBREVIATIONS 
I. p. 
E. A. 
C.N. 
C. C. A. 
C.M.A. 
City 
- Individual Property 
- Census Enumeration Area (incl. C.T. - Census Tract) 
- City Neighbourhood (from neighbourhood Characterization 
Study) 
- Community Committee Area 
Census Metropolitan Area 
- City of Winnipeg other than C.M.A. 
GENARAL INDEX OF DATA AVAILABILITY 
1 - Data readily available 
2 - Data available but spotty, requires some reorganization and/ 
or data collection planned by City but not yet done 
3 - Data not readily available, very spotty, and/or requires 
special survey or interpretive work 
AGENCIES AND PROGRAMS ABBREVIATIONS 
!.U.S. 
S.P.C. 
D.P.S.R. 
N.I.P. 
R.R.A.P. 
- Institute of Urban Studies 
- Social Planning Council 
- Development Plan Study Review 
- Neighbourhood Improvement Program 
- Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program 
x Denotes possible use of Student Assistants 
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AVAILABILITY DATA SOIIRr.I:S DATA 
VARIABLE GENERAL UNIT CITY IUS 
COLLECTICN 
GOVERNMENT OTHER COMMENTS 
.)E:',t:GFJ,PHIC -CITY SPECIAL ORDER -
-CENSUS - 1961, 1966, 1971, -S,P,C. SURVEY - 1078 -I~S !40ULD UTILIZE AIID 
1. 1 EJ. & -IUS INNER CITY SURVEYS 197f. (FOR SELECTED 1~71 LIAISE \HTII CITY 
Pt~tPLL.4Tl0:1 c.;,, 1976 VARIABLES BY ALL 1976 (IIltiER CITY) AIID E,l\, IS) UDC-'i I:ATERIAL AS IT IS 
- iC'T4LS } 
CITY NEIGHBOURHOODS [q]7 (BY C,T,) pqr JUCEO 
.;.,G~ 
-DEVELOPIIEIIT PLI\tl STUDY -~~;- REV!E\1 (DPSR) - STUDY A: 
LRBMI DEVELOPf\eiT OPTIOIIS 
~iJO - 5: OUIOGR~.PH I C 
/,'IALYSIS I 
11JLSE•iOL;;s 1 E • .~' !. -CITY SPECIAL ORDER TO -!US Suf<.VEYS 1976 A:IO 
-CEUSUS- 1961, 1966, 1971, -S, P, C, SuRVEY - 1978 
_,"' '" } c.',. CE::SUS CAIIADA - 1976 1977 1971 -~ 1"Pc·sr;r:J'l 'o'~RIA3LES BY ALL CITY 
I -S 1 7E liE I GHROURHOODS 
- TY 0 E -U:xJ - 5 
I 
I'lCG''E "' s -IUS SURVEYS 1976 AND -sEruous GAP I:i REUAl'Lt: X I 3 .._,r, -CEll SUS - 1961 ;< 1971 Q;IL Y -s.o,c. S!;RVEI'- 1078 
-c iJiOciTS) 197~ 1977 -REVENUE CANAI,A POSSIBILITY I'ICm\E i.oi\TA PP.ST 1~7! 
-SOLRCE NEEDS I;NEST!Gi\TIOII cr:;st;s 
( CONFI JEIIT!AL ITY PROBLE:IS) -8ETMLE~ I:i'/ESTIGI ~rr:. 0F I 
-STATS CAIIADA A:IIIUAL SURVEYS PnsSIBLE sr.uP.CES c.t:=•,FC:f. 
FOR GR)SS FHoURES USC OF STI_'JE::T 
-SOCIAL ASSISTAIICE ROLLS 
(PROVI~C!AL f;:iU FEDERAL) 
POSSIBILITY 
X 
'\IGRAT!Oil ? -CE,ISGS - 1971 -S, P, C, FOR SELECT AP.EPS -I'IGRAT!Dtl Jf,T~ OIFF:CULT -I~OVE:IEIITS TO/FRJJ 3 78 -DEPEIIDS TO f, GREf•l D:IE'IT 
-SUP,URDS -SCHOOL TURNOVER RATES Oil THf' !·IETHOiJ Ci'')SE'! 70 
, n<A:IS I EtiCY POSSIBLE INDICATOR ACTUALLY 1\EASliF;E !'IS'<!~!·~··-USE 8F STUDEf:T 
2. HOliS !IIG STOCI~ - GEIICRAL -III P AREAS IN DETAIL 
-IUS SURVEYS 1976 AND -S,P,C, SURVEY- 1073 -SURVEYS GOOD O'IL Y F~P 
-CITY NEIGHBOURHOOD PILOT 1977 ( L!f.\ITEO) SAI·\PLED AREP~. OP FJ~ 
AREAS IN DETAIL BROAD GE::F.RAL!YT::·:s 
TOTALS I. p. -CITY DEf\OLIT!Otl AiiD -IUS SURVEYS 1976 fiND 1977 (SEE VARIAbLE ITCliS 5 & 6) (SEE VARIABLE !TEllS 5 & G) -~IAIIUAL REVIE:I A:iG 
X 
-on•uno"' J 2-' BU ILD!fiG PERI·\IT RECORDS EXTRACTION OF CEv :.t.7 A 
-COtiSTRUCTIOI/ PROBABLY REQI'!RE: -
-COIIVERSIOIIS USE OF STUDE'ITS 
-DECO/IVERS lOllS 
I 
AVAilABILITY DATA SOURCES DATA 
COLLECTION 
VARIABLE GENERAL UNIT CITY IUS GOVERNMENT OTHER COMMENTS 
TYPES ) I.P.&E.A. -CITY APARTHEIH SURVEY -IUS SURVEYS 1976 fND 1977. -CENSUS - UP TO AND IIICL, S.P.C, SURVEY 1~78 
TEl lURE 1 1976 (LIIIITED) 
-Cf·IHC SURVEY 
',',\CJflCltS 1 C ~"7Y 
-PROVINCIAL LMID TITLES -TEELA SURVEY BACt: TO 1969 -:-:p'IUf·.L SN~Pll!IG ArlO EX- X 
I'!·LCES 2 I.P. -CITY ASSESSIIE'iT FILE -IUS SURVEYS 1976 AND 1977 -i~LS - REAL ESTATE GOARD TRACTION OF DATA PROBABLY C:EOU!RED - USE OF STUDEIITS 
-PCCESS TO I·ILS COI!PCTEP 
JATA IIUST 8E :IEGOTIATED 
S,P,C, SURVEY 1978 -COIIDITIOIIS I:IFOit':ATIOtl X 
C~' i2ITI 0' IS 2 l, D' -CODE PIFORW~EIIT ORDERS -IUS SURVEYS 1976 IJID 1977 (LPIITED) SP0TTY NID "AY PEO'.'!RE 
-ASSESSIIE'IT FILES SO'IE FIELD \/ORK 
(l!IUTED SOURCE) 
3, Lh:IJ lJSE - GCIERf\L -:i!P AREAS Ill DETAIL 
-CITY :IE!GHBOURHOOD PILOT 
AREAS 1!1 DETAIL 
PIIYS I CAL I lAPP I IIG, 2 C,T,&I,P, -f.VAILABLE NO\J FOR 1972 
-GCTMLED UPDATES 1\AY GE ACREAGES, A:ID DEliS IT! ES -DPSR - STUDY A: URBAtl 
DEVELOPIIEIIT OPT! OilS, UDO REOL
1IRED Iii AREAS OF 
4-LAI:O USE AIIAL YSIS K~IWI SJGIIIFJCAIH CIIA:IGE 
PLAIHIED AS JIIPUT (HI COIIJll'ICTIO'I 11ITII CITY) 
VACAIIT LAIID - CAPACITY 2 I. p. -DPSR -STUDY A: URBAII -IUS WOULD UTILIZE AIID 
-COIII1ITTED !:IFILL DEVELOPfiEIH OPTIOIIS, UDO- liAISE \·liTH CITY UD0-6 
MID REDEVELOPilEIIT 6 - l'INER CITY CAPACITY ".ATERIAL A.S IT IS 
A:IAL YSIS PLANNED AS INPUT PRODUCED 
X 
4, 0\JIIERSIIIP PATTERIIS 2 I. p. -CITY ASSESSI·1ENT FILES -PROV!IICIAL LAND TITLES -SURVEY OF GOVERNflENT 
-PO'l!C V$, '"IVATE :) AGENCIES FOR PUBLIC OWNER-
-PRIVATC LA:ID ASSEIIRL Y SHIP PATTERIIS I·IAY BE 
- REIITAL 0\INERSH I P VALUABLE 
PATTERIIS -SEARCH AND DETECTIVE WORK 
IIIVOLVED Ill LAND ASSENBL Y 
I~FORIVITION 
-USE OF STUDENT 
'-· ~ 
,_, 
VARIABLE 
5. lliVESTIIE!lT P/1TTER!IS 
-PUBLIC HOU.'Sl!IG l 
COIISTRUCTI ON 
sunsr ov 
-THIRD SECTOR 
-PRIVATE HOUS!'IG J 
0:-IIIERSI'IP VS. 
REliT AL 
G, PRIVATE REHAB!LITATD!I 
~CTII'ITIE~ 
-TYPE AllD LOCATI01:} 
-$ QUA:ITITY 
-SOURCE OF S 
7. PUBLIC REHAn!LITATIOj 
ACTIVIT! ES 
-TYPE A:ID LOCATIO:i} 
-$ QUNITITY 
8. SERVIC!IIG 
-HARD SERVICES } -SOFT SERVICES 
9. EFEECimtiESS OE 
m SII t!G PQL !I! C8L 
STRUCTURES 
AVAILABILITY 
GENERAL I UNIT 
2 OVERALL 
I. p. 
3 
I 
2 I. p. 
I 
I 
2 
I 2 I 
CITY 
DATA SOURCES 
IUS 
-IUS RESEARCH ON PRIVATE 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
I-CITY BUILDING PER11IT RECORDS! -IUS SURVEYS 1976~1977 
I 
I 
-CITY IIIP AND RRAP niFOR- -IUS RESEARCH ON NON PROF IT 
!·1ATiotl FOR THESE PARTICULAR AND CO-OP ACTIVITIES 
AREAS 
I I -DPSR - STUDY A: URBAN -IUS DATA ON SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS, UDO SERVICES (NOT COMPLETE) 
I -6 HINER CITY CAPACITY 
1 STUDY 
I 
-11Uti!CIPAL AGEIICIES Ill-
-IUS RESEARCH AtW UNDER-
VOL VED Ill HOUS IIIG AIIO STANDING OF CITY OF 
HOUSING RELATED ACTIVITIES WINNIPEG MUNICIP~.L 
GOVERNMENT 
GOVERNMENT 
-CMHC AND MHRC DATA Otl 
CAPITAL AND SuBSIDY 
SPENDitiG 
-PROVINCIAL LAND TITLES 
RE: CONDOIHNILM INFO. 
-CI1HC SURVEY OF CO-OPS 
It1 CANADA 
-HERITAGE C/,IIACA 
-CMHC SURVEY OF CO-OPS HI 
CANADA 
-CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT 
SOCIETY OF 11Af:ITOBA 
-PROVIIKIAL AGENCIES 
IINOLVED IN THE PROVISION 
OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
-PROVINCIAL AHD FEDERAL 
AGENCIES INVOLVED Ill 
HOUSING ~NO HOI SIIIG RELATED 
ACTIVITIES 
OTHER 
-HUDAH FOR PRIVATE SECTOR 
-PRIVATE F!r!ANCIAL I:ISTI-
TUTIONS 
-SOUTHAll aUILDIIIG REPORT 
DATA 
COLLECTION 
COMMENTS 
X 
-SELECTED l'ITERVIEWS !HTH I 
KEY PUBLIC AriD PRIVATE , 
AND FIIIA!ICIAL REPRESEtl-
TATIVES /·lAY BE REQUIRED-
(SEE VARIABLE ITEt·l 2) 
X 
HUDAH AND PRIVATE FHIAIICIAL I-S0!1E DETECTIVE IWRK 
INSTITUTIO!IS ~EOL'IRED, POSSIBLE CASE 
STUDY OR SAI'PLE AREA 
APPROACH 
-USE OF STUDEIIT 
(SEE VARIABLE !TEl! 2) 
X ~-IIIFOR/>1ATiotl DIRECTLY FRotl I -(SEE VARIAGLE ITEt' 6) 
EXISTitiG NOll-PROFITS AIID 
CO-OPS 
-IIUtJEROUS tiON-GOVERNt·IEtiTAL 
-UDO - 6 SHOULD PRf1V IDE 
AGEHCIES INVOLVED I~ THE 110ST OF HIE DATA FOR 
PROVISIOII OF SOCIAL SERVICE THIS PART 
-SELECT INTERVIEHS A/10 X 
IIITERPRETIVE HORK 
REQIIIRED 
-USE OF STUDE/IT 
,_ ... _, 
"-" 
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and Multiple listing source MLS records of property sale values. 
In thi~ regard~ the Department of Environmental Planning in 
discussions with IUS staff during the preparation of this 
submission have expressed considerable interest in having 
special surveys of TEELA and MLS data to determine trends in 
current housing prices; and of building permit information to 
determine level and type of r.ehabilitation activity in the 
inner city. Ready IUS access to student research assistance 
would make it possible for IUS tb undertake these activities 
within the Study B package and budget. It may be that some 
economies of scale could be achieved by expanding these 
activities to provide data from these, or other sources, 
for both Studies A and B, if mutually beneficial arranqements 
could be made between the selected consultants. 
It is intended that the matrix be 11 dynamic, 11 expanding and 
changing as our knowledge and familiarity with the data 
increases. 
23. Held by Winnipeg Real Estate Board. 
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Establishing the co-operation of the various government and 
non-government agencies which can provide data requirements 
is of critical importance. Comprehensive data collection is 
dependent upon receiving this co-operation, and, as such, the 
Institute•s ability to meet the terms of reference herein set 
out are made conditional on access to and availability of 
relevant data sources. However, our pre 1 iminary contacts v11i th 
primary data sources (See Appendix B) have been very positive 
and we do not anticipate any problems in this regard. 
3-4 .ANALYSIS OF VARIABLES 
Once the data for the inner city is compiled it must be sorted 
and analysed to yield a comprehensive overview and understanding 
of the existing situation. Wherever possible, the material 
summarized in the matrix will be presented as follows: 
1. Area Profiles 
Time (t1) profiles of major variables for the inner city vtill 
be developed and broken down on a small area basis (C.T.). 
This would include for each area: 
- SPSS computer cross tabluations of variables as possible 
and as desirable 
:-an interpretive review and discussion highlighting key 
points·and problems 
- typology of inner city areas, according to key housing 
and demographic criteria. 
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In conjunction with the time (tl) area profiles of inner 
city areas, criteria for the establishment of an inner city 
area typology will be developed. It is expected that the 
City•s Neighbourhood Characterization Study information will 
be very useful in this regard. The typology will provide a 
useful framework for the development and application of 
future policy options. 
2. Area Trends 
Past trends (time series) profiles of major variables for the 
inner city will be developed, broken down on as small an areal 
unit as possible within the limitations of existing time series 
data. 
3. Summary Overview 
This will include a summary overview of p oblems (as per terms of 
reference p.16) related to: 
- areas of city jurisdiction 
- other levels of government 
- focus and special interest groups 
special needs groups 
- housing supply. 
Much of the material for this part will be based on selected 
interviews with key personnel in various public and private 
agencies and on the material acquired through activity H-10: 
Public and Interest Group Input. A sharing of responsibility 
and co~ordination with consultant A is required and is essential 
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for this activity to avoid duplication of contacts and 
efforts in this regard. (See Section 6 herein for further 
discussion.) It is also exoected that input will be available 
from the larger Development Plan Review Study - Public Revie"' 
Work Process, particularly Activity P-6: Attitude Survey 
scheduled for completion by mid summer. 
The output of this activity (H-5) will be produced as an interim 
report in the form of a general working information package 
for limited distribution and use by city and other consultant 
staff. 
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SECTION 4 
PROJECTION OF EXISTING 
51 TUATI ON AND PROBLEMS 
(ACTIVITY H-6) 
The future of the inner city cannot be viewed in i~olation from 
the rest of the city. What is likely to happen in Winnipeg•s 
core is very much dependent on a close interplay between inner 
vs. suburban conditions and decisions - all operating within 
overall economic, social and political constraints. Close 
co-ordination between Housing Study A consultant, The Institute 
of Urban Studies and City planning staff will be essential 
for successful completion of Activity H-6. As per the terms 
of reference, Study A consultant \'lill be responsible for 
providing "the basic framework within which the consultant for 
Study B will function." The Institute acknowledges this pre-
condition and suggests the following approach to Activity H-6. 
4-1 INPUT TO CITY COMPUTER MODEL 
A review of the City•s computer model for housing projections, 
as mentioned in the terms of reference, reinforces our conclusions 
about the interdependent nature of this projection component of 
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the housing work. 
We understand the model to be basically a population allocation 
model, which starts with a oredetermiried city-wide projected 
population as a given quantity. That total population is then 
distributed within the city, based upon a number of important 
educated assumptions which are built into the process as 
required input variables or as program parameters. The key 
variables involved include measures of past and estimates of 
future.: 
- construction - numbers & types of dwelling units 
- demolitions - nurnbers & types of dwelling units 
- household size and composition 
-
11 rehousing 11 
- C.M.A. population projections. 
From our initial review of the model, the staff of the Institute 
of Urban Studies feels that the suggested modelling exercise 
is a useful one and should be carried out. 
The Institute views its role as one of providing educated inner 
city input to the larger overall process. For this reason 
it is important that all parties concerned are involved and that 
the format for involvement is determined at the very early 
stages of the modelling process. An early starting date for 
discussing this activity has been incorporated into the submitted 
Study timetable presented in Section 6. 
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In the modelling process itself, it is felt that a number of 
alternative sets of assumptions and input projections will be 
required such that a variety of inner city and suburban 
scenarios are developed. This will provide a basis for the 
development of policy options in Activity H-7. all of which 
will provide the basis for the housing input to the City's 
ongoing Urban Development Options activities. 
The actual costs and time that might be involved in providing 
inner city input to the modelling process is impossible to 
estimate at this point in time. Hence we have adopted the 
approach of allocating a maximum dollar value (approximately 
$2,000 as indicated in Section 7) to the completion of this work. 
This approach can be finalized through discussions with the City 
at a later date. 
4-2 HOUSING SCENARIOS AND PROJECTIONS tDF PROBLEMS 
In addition to the foregoing quantitative computer exercise, 
a somewhat more qualitative approach will be taken toward 
Activity H-6. The numerical, area by area analysis of problems 
and trends will be analysed and interpreted, within the context· 
of inner city physical and social capacities, with a view to 
focusing and highlighting future problems. The computer generated 
scenarios will complement and, in fact, provide input into this 
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process. In this way, the quantitative computer approach to 
activity H-6 can be balanced and interpreted through a parallel 
qualitative approach .. This work relates very closely to the 
development of policy options (Activity H-7). To some extent 
the •testing• of certain policy options will, in fact, provide the 
basis for the development of the future scenarios. 
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SECTION 5 
DEVELOPMENT OF POU CY 
OPTIONS 
(ACTIVITY H-7) 
5-1 INTRODUCTION 
Ultimately this section 11ill need to be written in close 
co-operation with consultant A as he has the overall responsibility 
for the generation of policy options and guidelines. The 
following discussion hotfever identifies the factors that must 
be taken into account in developing a general range of policy 
options to deal with existing and future problems identified for 
older, inner city type areas and suggests an approach for 
organizing this section of .the study. 
The design and provision of housing and the provision of res-
idential environments appropriate to the needs and desires of 
individual uses in inner city areas is a complex one. Housing 
policies and programs are a product of many actors and the 
development of policy options and scenarios must take into 
account many questions which include. the following. 
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- Hhat is the current role and actions of government in 
·housing at the federal, provincial and municipal level? 
What are the likely future directions it will take? 
- What should the particular role of the city be in the 
provision of housing? The range of choices could imply 
a very passive role of merely guiding and advising the 
private sectors to that of a highly active and dominant 
role in the planning and production of the inner city 1 S 
new housing stock and the rehabilitation of its old. 
- What tools would the city need in developing a more 
dominant role? What would be the costs and benefits 
of such a role? 
- How do the people of Winnipeg perceive the inner city 
and its future housing role? For example, is it realistic 
to designate the inner city as a residential growth area 
if the negative perception of the inner city cannot be 
overcome? However, if particular groups favour the inner 
city as an approryirate residential location, what are 
their needs and 'IIhere should they be located? 
- What inner city housing targets should be established 
based on the identified needs of particular groups? 
t~hat kind of built forms and programs can best respond 
to those needs? 
-Which particular geographical areas require prescriptive 
programming and what target and blanket policy options 
would be most appropriate? 
- Is the private sector prepared to undertake investment 
in mortgages, in rehabilitation, in infill and re-
development in older, inner-city type areas? If not, 
what incentives are necessary to encourage investment 
and what implications does this have for municipal 
involvement in investment? 
In addition, the impact of particular policy directions and 
interventions must be related to the capacity of existing 
services to respond to and cope with new demands that may be 
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placed upon them. For example, if it is observed that the 
65+ age group should be a housing target group in the inner 
city because of identified need and housing location preference, 
the implications of increasing residential density for this 
age group must be assessed in relation to servicing levels, 
some of which are beyond the ambit of municipal control, such 
as health services, social services and transportation. 
Another area of analysis must be the assessment of the cost 
implications of particular policy options. For example, in 
the case of housing programs the following costs can be iden~ 
tified: 
1. Comparative costs of housing provision in relation 
to: 
- rehabilitation 
- infill 
- redeve 1 opment. 
2. Infrastructure and environmental improvement costs. 
3. Soft service cost implications. 
4. Housing subsidy costs. 
A complete, definitive analysis of the impact of policy options 
and scenarios for the inner city and the development of criteria 
for the evaluation of impacts is beyond the scope of this study. 
However, this is an important exercise and will be dealt with 
under Study A in the overall Development Plan Research Program, 
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Urban Development Options. as part of the 'in-house' work of 
the Development Plan Review Team. The terms of reference of 
consultant B shoulds however, involve identifying what the 
impacts of particular policy options are likely to be and 
undertaking some preliminary cost analysis. 
5-2 SUGGESTED APPROACHES TO DEVELOPING POLICY OPTIONS 
AND SCENARIOS 
5-2-1 The first task of this section will be to identify 
policy priority areas such as the following: 
- housing targets (type, tenure, client groups) 
- service levels 
- conservation 
- energy conservation etc. 
5-2-2 The next section will discuss oolicy options at three 
1 eve 1 s of analysis : 
- aggregate 
- area by area 
- target groups. 
Organization of the discussion will be closely related 
to the data analysis undertaken in Section III. 
5-3 POLICY OPTIONS AND SCENARIOS RELATED TO AGGREGATE 
INNER CITY CONDITIONS 
This section will include discussion of·the following policy 
related questions. 
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Brief overview of present and future problems in .inner 
city (summary related to H-5 and H-6). 
- Possible future housing roles for inner city. 
- Ho~sing targets for inner city. 
- Implications of above for future housing role of outer 
city. 
- Possible future housing roles of City of Wi nipeg inner city. 
- Tools needed to implement particular housing roles e.g. 
anti-demolition controls, co-ordination and refinement 
of code enforcement, new financial mechanisms and in-
centives, role of municipal housing corporation etc. 
- Role of other levels of government. 
- Implications of particular housing roles on associated 
services e.g. transportation, rene\'lal of capital in-
frastructure etc. 
- Preliminary cost analysis of above. 
- Constraints to solution of problems (e.g. attitudes to 
and perception of inner city, financial constraints, 
limitations of federal and provincial support). 
- Recommended scenarios (see diagram 5-l) which will be 
linked to strategies, policy implications, impacts and 
outcomes. 
5-4 POLICY OPTIONS AND SCENARIOS RELATED TO PARTICULAR AREAS 
It is suggested that four main activities should be undertaken 
in connection with the development of policy options and scenarios 
for particular areas. 
1. Identi fi cation of areas which wi 11 require particular 
programming approaches on the basis of the micro-level 
analysis undertaken in H-5. 
2. Discussion of policy options appropriate for different 
types of areas. e.g. housing action areas, designated 
conservation, rehabilitation and redevelopment a·reas. 
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3. Discussion of tools and mechanisms ·needed to implement 
target policies e.g. anti-demolition controls, combined 
city and private loan arrangements, city line of credit 
to encourage private loans and investment, mechanisms 
to encourage 3rd sector housing etc. 
4. Development of particular scenarios for particular 
types of areas. This will include a special analysis 
of model policy scenarios for •pilot neighbourhoods• 
in the inner city indentified by the City of ~Jinnipeg 
Planning Department in their recent neighbourhood 
characterization exercise. 
5-5 POLICY OPTIOt~S AND SCENARIOS RELATED TO PARTICULAR TARGET 
GROUPS 
The final level of analysis of this section will involve the 
development of policy options and sce.narios for particular 
target groups which could be served by inner city housing. 
Discussion will be undertaken under the following headings. 
1. Identification of particular need and target groups 
which could be served by inner city housing {e.g. 
clustering of lm.,r income, elderly, single parent 
fami 1 ies). 
2. User requirements in terms built forms, unit type, new/old 
accommodation, neighbourhood environments, recreational 
needs and other service requirements. 
3. Program approaches necessary by the city and other levels 
of government to meet these needs and demands. 
4. The development of suggested scenarios. 
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DIAGRAM -1 
The following diagram illustrates a suggested aporoach for the development of policy scenarios. 
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SECTION 6 
PUBLIC INPUT COMPONENT 
(ACTIVITY H-10) 
PUGLIC IJJPUT COt,1POi'JEl'IT H-10. 
Section H-1 0 of the term: of reference for the Inner City 
Study recommend a pub 1 i c input component in order to under-
stand interest group and public attitudes to and concerns 
about the inner city, to identify housing needs of s peci fi c 
groups and to plan for its future housin~ role. Strategy 
for deve 1 oping a rub 1 i c input component ~vi 11 need to be closely 
integrated vtith consultant ,'\•s plans. llm·Jever, the followinq 
section illustrates the Institute•s general expertise in 
organizing pu~lic input anJ participation and suqgests possible 
specific mechanisl1s and data for gathering and solicitin('f 
public input in the case of the inner city study. 
6-1 INSTITUTE CAPABILITY T0 ORGANIZE PUSLIC IrJPUT CO:~PQt,JEIJT 
The Institute of Urban Studies !las had considerable experience 
in the process of public participation, and from a number of 
standpoints - soliciting community needs and attitudes throu0h 
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through population survey techniques, develooinq and organizinq 
cornr:1unity support for progr:mming, and inviting public participat-
ion in open hearings on controversial tonics. ~ith reaard to 
the latter, recent public h2arings organized by the Institute 
on the subject of day carQ for young children attracted over 
300 participants to a series of twelve infonnal rublic r'leetin()s 
held at various locations throughout t:1e city. Hearing locales 
':Jere selected \·Jith a view tov.Jards maximizing community par-
ticipation and, together vlith the forty fonnal written briefs 
that were submitted by organizations and individuals, the 
hearings succeeded in pro vi ding a forum for a very \'!ide range of 
public concerns. The Institute•s experience in organizing 
these hearin<JS has highlighted certain key components that are 
necessary prerequisites for mounting an effective public 
Process. For example, general (and expensive) nublicity 
throuqh nev1spapers nnd radio is not as productive as a r.~ore 
limited target-directed effort through well- placed posters, 
hand-outs, notices in community newspapers, and individual 
mailings to relevant organizations and interest groups such as 
tenant•s associations, community conmittees, service qrouos, and 
so on. To encourage public participation, it is important to 
provide a fairly specific frame of reference to vthich the 
public can respond, and a designated staff person to handle 
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queries, explain the nature of the study, and co-ordinate 
meetings and presentations. It is important also to allow 
for an ample period between publicity and deadline for public 
response so that organizations have sufficient time to prepare 
their briefs and get their own governing board approval before 
they can make formal public presentations of position. These, 
and many other crucial aspects involved in soliciting public 
input, are in important in achieving an effective public com-
ponent, someting that is more than mere window dressing to 
the expert's assessment. The Institute•s previous experience 
in this area renders it uniquely capable of mounting such an 
effort. 
6-2 SPECIFIC SUGGESTED MECHANISMS AND DATA FOR DEVELOPING 
PUBLIC INPU 
1. Use of Attitude Survey Information and I.U.S. and Housing 
Needs Analysis Data 
There will be three main sources of survey information available 
for developing the public input section. First, information on 
* housing and the inner city from the public attitude survey. 
Second, data held by !.U.S. collected in its 1976 and 1977 inner 
city housing surveys, which should provide some indications about 
resident perceptions of inner city neighbourhoods. Third, some 
questions included in the Social Planning Council Housing Units 
* Hhich is to be organized under the auspices of the overall 
public participation program for the Greater Hinnipeg Development 
Plan Review. 
··-----·-····-··--· -------
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Survey may a·lso provide peripheral information. 23 
2. Existing City Held Data 
A second useful exercise wouid be to review and consolidate 
recent briefs and submissions related to housing held by 
Winnipeg City Council and extract information relevant to the 
inner city. 
3. Briefs and Hearings 
The third element would involve the collection of information 
from and inviting written briefs and verbal presentations from 
relevant interest groups, possibly using a 11 hearing" type of 
format. Specific approach by letter and methods mentioned 
earlier in this section e.g. targetted, advertising would be 
used to solicit briefs. Interest groups would include: 
- 3 levels of government 
- HUDAM 
- banks, credit unions and investment organizations 
- tenant groups 
- landlord groups 
- housing action coalition 
- service groups etc. 
23. Social Planning Council ....... Survey of Housing Units 
Questionnaire Section A Questions 18, 19, and 20. 
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4. Advisory Group 
Use of an advisory group mechanism for the inner city 
component of the housing work will need to be closely linked 
with any advisory mechanism for the overall study. Previous 
experience suggests that the use of advisory machinery is im-
portant in monitoring the progress of the study, ensuring its 
complete relevance and facilitating acceptance of study 
findings. It is therefore strongly supported by I.U.S. as a 
useful public input and monitoring mechanism. (See Diagram-2) 
A flow chart is i.ncluded below to illustrate how different 
kinds of-public input might be used at different stages of 
the inner city study, to suggest linkages to study A strategies, 
and to illustrate overall monitoring role of advisory machinery. 
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Consultant A 
Public Input 
Activities 
~ 
Input Via Periodic 
Progress Reviews 
r 
Jointly Organized Hearings 
& Solicitation of Briefs 
and Presentations 
April/May, 
Advisory Committee including 
representatives from: 
• Plan Review Team 
• Social Planning 
• Interest Groups 
• HUDAM 
• CMHC 
• Finance Organizations etc. 
Analysis of City 
Held Data 
June/July 
DIAGRAM - 2 
Input Via Periodic 
~ Progress Reviews ~Consultant B 
Inner City Study 
l 
Analysis of IUS and 
Social Planning Council 
Data. Use of Attitude 
Survey Data 
June/July 
Suqqested Advisory Group Mechanism for Public Inrut 
U1 
O'l 
SECTION 7 
STUDY TEAM, TIMING 
AND SCHEDULING OF 
TASKS 
CITY OF WINNIPEG 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN STUDY REVIEW 
HOUSING STUDY B - Older Inner 
City Type Area Study 
Senior !.U.S. Supervision 
Senior !.U.S. Staff to be 
assigned to project 
Research Assistants 
Computer Services Advisor 
STUDY TEAM 
Director 1 Assistant Director, I.U.S. 
lloyd Axworthy/Christine McKee 
Joyce Epstein 
Jackie DeRoo 
Sybi 1 Frenette, (and others to be 
appointed including students from 
Urban Studies program, University 
of Winnipeg). 
Brian Chalmers - Director, 
Computer Services, University of 
Winnipeg. 
Curriculum Vitae for principle investigators are presented in 
Appendix A. 
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SUGGESTED TIMETABLE AND SCHEDULING OF TASKS 
[ MAy JUliE JULy AUGUST sEPTEMBER I 
I PERIODIC MEETINGS WITH DEVELOPf·1ENT PLAN REV IE\~ TEAM, CONSULTANT A-AN-D ADVISORY t1ACHINERY. I 
Finalize unit of 
analysis. 
Finalize area of 
study. 
Finalize terms of 
reference. 
Matrix and 
methodology. 
Develop strategies 
for co-operation 
with Consultant A. 
Begin work on public 
participation. 
June 15th - August 15th 
Undertake and Complete 11-5. 
Preparation of Interim Report on 
Documentation and Analysis of 
Existing Situation and Problems. 
Mid-Jul{ - August 15th 
Underta e and Complete 
H-6 Projection of · 
Older Area Trends and 
Problems~ 
Approximate Dollar 
Cost of H-5 $10,000 
Approximate Dollar Cost of 
H-6 $2,000 input to complete 
modelling 
$2,000 preparation for 
activity H-7 
Mid-Jul{ - Se~tember 1st 
Underta~e and Com11lete H-7 Older 
Approximate Dollar 
Cost of H-7 $8,000 
Inner City-Type /\rea Policy Option·s. 
Mid-May - Se~tember 1st 
Continuing Involvement with H-10 Public Input Component in Conjunction with Approximate Dollar 
Cost of H-10 $3,000 Consultant A. Feeding in of Information from Public Review Process of Attitude 
Survey as it becomes available into H-5, H-6, and H-7. 
U1 
.\..0 
SECTION 8 
BUDGET 
BUDGET 
1. Project Director: equivalent of 
5 man/weeks @ $615/week 
2. Senior I.U.S. staff: equivalent of 
15 man/weeks @ $525/week 
3. I.U.S. Research Assistant: equivalent of 
15 man/weeks @ $440/week 
4. Student assistance: equivalent of 
20 man/weeks @ $190/week 
5. Secretarial assistance: equivalent of 
5 man/weeks @ $350/week 
6. Expenses and travel 
7. Preparation of public input expenses, 
media, materials, photocopying of 
interim and draft final reports. 
TOTAl 
$ 7,875 
$ 6,600 
$ 3,800 
$ 1,750 
$ 500 
$ 2,000 
$25,000 
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APPENDICES 
. Lloyd Axworthy 
Director 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
Institute of Urban Studies 
University of Winnipeg 
Hinnipeg, Manitoba R3B 2E9 
Telephone: (204) 772-4658 
Date of Birth: December 21, 1939 
Education: 
Attended the Winnipeg public school system. Graduated in 1961 
with a B.A. from United College (nm..r the University of Winnipeg). 
Attained his M.A. in Political Science from Princeton University 
in 1963, and completed his Ph.D. from Princeton in the spring of 
1972. 
A1...rards: 
University of Hanitoba Siver Hedal in Arts and Science, 1961. 
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship. 
Hoodrow Hilson Doctoral Fellowship. 
Awarded the "Outstanding Young Man of the Year" award (1969) by 
the Winnipeg Jaycees. 
Professional and Public Activities: 
While in the United States, was active in civil rights movements 
and participated in early community action programs in Ne'..r Jersey. 
Professor of Political Science at the University of Winnipeg 
1965-1967 and 1969 to present. 
lJas appointed Special Assistant to the Honourable John Turner in 
1967, assisted in the development of the Department of Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs, and ,.,as chief policy organizer and speech writer 
for John Turner in his leadership campaign for the Liberal Party. 
Appointed Executive Assistant for Housing and Urban Development to 
the Honourable Paul Hellyer and was assigned to the Housing Task 
Force. 
Following the Task Force, helped in the preparation of new housing 
legislation and new housing programs. 
Professional and Public Activities (Cont'd.) 
Appointed Director of the institute of Urban Studies, University 
of Hinnipeg, July 1969. This is an urban research centre aimed at 
developing practical, applied research programs for the solution of 
urban problems encountered by goverrunent and business in their work. 
Elected as a Liberal ~!ember of the Legislative Assembly of ~~anitoba, 
representing the Fort Rouge Constituency, June 1973, re-elected, October, 19 77. 
Appo in tnen t s: 
;rember of the Council of the Company of Young Canadians, 1969-197i. 
Hember of Board of Directors, Neighbourhood Service Centres, 1970-1973. 
Advisory Group, Ryerson Polytechnical Institute. 
Hember of Senate, University of Hinnipeg. 
Advisory Panel, Hoodrow Wilson National FellmJship Foundation. 
Advisory Coiiliilittee, Young Women's Christian Association. 
Board of Directors, Alcoholic Family Service Center. 
Council Hember, Canadian Council on Urban and Regional Research. 
1fember of Housing Committee, Canadian Council on Social Developnent. 
Chairman, Nanitoba Environmental Council, 1972-1973. 
!1ember of National Committee on Human Settlements, responsible for 
Canadian Participation and activities at the United Nations Conference, 
"Habitat", Vancouver, 1976. 
~1ember of Advisory Committee on an Urban Governance Project at the 
Lnstitute for Research on Public Policy, ~fontreal, 1977. 
Publications: 
Essay, "The Politics of Urban Innovation," in Living in the Seventies 
by Allen H. Linden. Toronto: Peter Hartin Associates Limited, 1970. 
Essay, "The Housing Task Force: A Case Study," in Structures of 
Policy Haking in Canada, G. Bruce noern and Peter Aucoin, editors. 
Toronto: The :1-lacmillan Company of Canada Limited, 1971. 
Primary author of a Report to the Hetropolitan Corporation of Greater 
Winnipeg entitled "The Structure and Organization of Urban Development 
Corporations," Winnipeg: Institute of Urban Studies, U of ~~. 1970. 
Publications (Cont'd.) 
Editor, The Future City - A Selection of Views on the Reorganization 
of Government in Greater Winnipeg. Winnipeg: Institute of Urban 
Studies, U of W, 1971. 
Editor, The Citizen and Urban Renewal - A Selection of 1.Jorking Papers 
on Planning With People in the Inner City. Winnipeg: Institute of 
Urban Studies, U of H, 1972. 
Co-editor, with James Gillies: The Canadian City: Problems and 
Prospects. Toronto: Butterworth and Company (Canada) Limited, 1973. 
Co-author, with James Cassidy: Unicity: The Transition Years. 
Winnipeg: Institute of Urban Studies, U of W, 1973. 
Co-author, with Pat Christie: Winnipeg's Core Area: An Assessment of 
Conditions Affecting Law Enforcement. Winnipeg: IUS, U of W, 1975. 
Co-author, with Christine HcKee: Winnipeg's Meals on Wheels, a 
evaluation and examination of alternative models of operation. 
Institute of Urban Studies, U of W, 1975. 
program 
Winnipeg: 
Essay, "A Test for Institutional Innovation: Winnipeg's Unicity,'' to 
appear in forthcoming book on local government edited by Donald Rowat 
of Carlton University, Ottawa. 
Essay, on Unicity to appear in forthcoming book on urban problems, 
edited by Stan Drabek of the University of Calgary. 
Essay, on "Politics of Urban Populism" to appear in forthcoming book 
on emergent patterns in the Canadian planning mosaic, prepared by 
Dr. William Perks and Dr. Ira Robinson, Faculty of Environmental Design, 
University of Calgary. 
Series of articles in the Winnipeg Free Press dealing with current topics 
in the field of housing: "The End of Rental Housing," "The Prospect of Rent 
Control," "The Planning Dilemma," and "A City in the Housing Business: 
The Case of Toronto,nAugust-September, 1975; has published numerous 
articles in periodicals including Community Planning Association Review, 
The Journal of Liberal Thought, ANSUL, Canadian 1~elfare, Canadian Forum, 
PLAN, Canadian Issues, and others. 
Has presented papers to the Canadian Association for Social Studies 
Annual Convention; the 42nd Annual Meeting of the Canadian Political 
Science Association; the Canadian Association of Real Estate Boards; 
The Canadian Studies Association; the CULF Conference; The Ditchley 
Conference in Oxford, England on implications of increase in leisure 
time, entitled: Community Employment and Urban Problems; Victoria 
Housing Conference; to members of the Social Sciences, Economic and 
Legal Aspects Committee of the International Joint Commission 
Research Advisory Board, Ann Arbor, lfichigan on Environmental 
Protection on the International Level, entitled: Reflections on 
the Garrison Diversion Project; at the Community Planning Association 
of Canada Housing Conference in Saskatoon, entitled: Examination 
of Factors Affecting Housing Availability - A Critical Analysis; 
the National Social Science Conference, Ottawa, entitled: Social 
Science and Public Policy. 
As well, is frequently asked to speak to a wide variety of associations 
and organizations in Winnipeg and often represents the Institute at 
local, national and international conferences relating to urban topics. 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
Date of IJi rth: 
EDUCJ\TIOfl 
1952-59 
1959-62 
1962 
HORK EXPERIENCE 
1962-67 
1967-69 
1968-70 
1969-71 
Christine Diane r~cKee U1rs.) 
July 17. 1941 
Educated at Sheffield !Hgh School for Girls 
(scholarship entrant) gaining General Certificate 
of Education~ Ordinary level in 8 subjects in 
1957 and General Certificate of Education, 1\dvanced 
level in 3 subjects in 1959. 
Student of Social Science, Department of Social 
Administration, University of Birmingham, England. 
Graduated, gaining degree of Bachelor of Social 
Science with second class honours. 
Intermittent part-time teaching appointments 
while bringing up family (children now 11 and 14). 
Sessional lecturer in liberal Studies to Higher flational 
Diploma students, Girmin~ham Polytechnic. 
Sessional lecturer in Gritish Government and English 
language and literature to General Certificate of 
Education candidates, Bournville College of Further 
Education. 
Research Associate, Institute of Local Government Studies, 
University of Birmingham. 
\~orked on a study financed by the ~Hnistry of Housing and 
local Government t-Jhich examined the process of local 
government reorganization in the \!est t1idlands and Teesside 
and Torbay. 
1971-73 
l973-l974 
1975-1976 
1976 -
Research Associate, Denu.rtrx~nt of Social /\rlr:tinistration, 
University of Dirmingham. 
Designed and organized a study I.Jhich exaninccl the 
functions and or~anizational cllaru.cteristics of 
charitable and voluntary orcwnizations in EiruinghiH'l. 
During this time undertook son1e teachina of Social Policr 
to first and third year undergraduates. 
Senior Research Associate and Seminar Organizer, Centre 
for Urban and Reqional Studies, University of rlirning:1am. 
T:1is job involved exar1ininCJ the relationship betl:Ieen 
social researc:1 and social I)Ol-icy, particularly the 
extent to Hhich social research could be useful 
in solving rolicy prolJleus exoerienced by local 
authorities. 
It also involved organ1z1n0 rost-exrerience courses 
and seminars for local governnent officers and 
some teaching of post-graduate students. 
Research ')fficer, Institute of Urban StuJies, Unive:r:,ity 
of \rinnipe~. 
l\ssistant Director, I·1stitute of Urban StuJie:s, '':,i.·:rsi~)' 
of t!innireg. 
Since joining the Institute Horl~ undertaken has included: 
The ["Jrenare1.tion of draft r:aterial for a D!Jblic:,:rtinn 
on the housing and related conditions and preferences of 
older persons in 'finnipeg. 
Evaluation of the trinnineg i1eals on 1!l:ee1s Service imi 
Information a.nd P.esourcc Centn:s onerated b~· the: ChilJr~n' s 
.1\ i d Society. 
Providin:~ assistance in develordnrJ a rnethndoln:1~' for 
f'lonitorinq aml evaluatinCJ s0cial housin() pro~war:1s. 
- Analysis of l.!innipeg inner city cond\itions and the: 
implications of ~ublic rolicies related to the inner city. 
The organizJ.::ion of confen:nccs on l_ir·Llaii Crm:t:: an.J 
Innovative ::;tratec;ies fol' tllt.: r<cnev:al of Jl dcr- :!eiqhLJOur''lorJ.'s. 
Direction anJ co-ordination of social :10usin~ 
r'w.nagen1ent trainin0 rroljr<l\lS offerc:d LJ the Institute. 
OTIIER OFFICES HELD 
1975 -
1976 -
1977 -
Joint resronsibilii.:y 1:iti1 the f:lirector for the 
Jrganizati on and curri cul u11 Jcvcl opmcnt of the Ud::m 
Workshop, a third level undcr9raduate course and one of 
the core courses of ~he :.Jr[,an Studies ;n~ogral'1. 
Coard me1;,ber, 1/inninef! !lor.1e Irnrrovcr1ent rroject, 
an employr1ent ti~aining proqrar-:1, iJrovidin~J ar1on:Jst 
other services, rellauilitation of older hor'lcs in t:1c 
inner city area. 
P,oard Chairman ~!IIIP. 
Coarcl rnernber, :JinnipefJ Art Gall2ry. 
PUCLI C/\T IOiJS 
1. Setting Up the Mew 
Authorities 
2. Problens of Reorganization 
for Public Health Denarh1ent 
3. Facing Up to 
Reorganization 
4. Perspectives on Charities 
G. Birmingham Charities Survey 
6. Charitable Organizations 
7. Perspectives on Planning, 
Employment and Industrial 
Location 
8. The Role of the 
Comprehensive Housing 
Service in Relieving 
and Preventing !lor:1el essness 
9. Social Aspects of 
Local Planning 
Dr. J. Long and /\. L. t1orton, 
Cllas. Knight 1973 
(Assistance given 1·1ith research design~ 
collection of infornation 
und 1:ritinc1 un of research project 
on vihi ch this book is Lased) 
c. r:cl:ee 
Environmental Health, August, 1972 
Vo 1 . 8 0 , n o -. 8 . 
C. 1kKee vlith Ray Puffett 
~1unici~j:IJgineering, 11ay 25, 1973 
Vol, 150, flo. 4. 
c. ncf:ee 
~oci_a} Sc!:'vi ~~- Qu_?!_t~_r_ly, Srwing, 1973 
Vol. XLVI, flo. 4 
C. rtcKee 
~eport_to General_ Pu r_ooses Cor1r.1i tte~, 
Birmingham City Council, Dec. 1973. 
C. r1cf~ee 
Centre for Urban and Regional Studies, 
(Special Series), Sept. 1974. 
ed. C. ikf:ee 
Working Paper No. 20. Centre for 
Urban and Regional Studies, Dec. 1973. 
ed. c. ikr:ee 
\Jorking Paper no. 21. Centre for 
Urban and Regional Studies, Feb. 1974. 
ed. C. t1cl~ee 
!IarkinS] Paper IJo. 22. Centre for 
Urban and Regional f 1tudies, July, 19711. 
Publications 7, 8, and 9 record the proceedings of day seminars. 
10. !linn i peg i1ea 1 s on \.Jhee l s 
Service: A Program Evaluation 
and Exa~ination of Alternative 
Models of Operation 
11. Evaluation Report, Social 
llousin~ t1anagement Course 
12. Infornat ion and Resource 
Centre Evaluation 
13. Retireuent !lousing in Urban 
ileighbourhoods: Some Inner 
City Options. 
14. ~!on-:wofit Housing 
FORTIICOtHIJG PUCLICATIDrlS 
- Innovative Strategies for the 
ReneHa 1 of 01 der Neighbourhoods 
(A collection of Se~inar papers) 
Inner City Profiles and Processes 
of Change. 
llandLook for Social 11ousins 
f1unac:~crs 
Sociul J:ousing f'lanal)cncnt 
Trainin~! - Cilsc Studies und 
Class Tcc!mir]ucs 
C. ficl~ce 1:ith Lloyd .1\.X'''orthy, I:1stitutc 
of Urt'<:m Studies, Sente1:1ber, 1 ')7S. 
C. f1cl~ee, Institute of Urban Studios, 
Jrme, 197G. 
C. f1c!:ce, assisted hy Joyce Epstc:i n, 
Institute of Urhan Studies, ~loveni'Pr, l '~ · 
Don Erstein, Institute of Urf·.an StuJie:s, 
July, 1976. 
(Preparation of rrelininary draft of 
the survey findin~s 0~1 1!llici1 this 
publication is based) 
Gene r·1ilgrcm, (hristine Mc::r:c and 
L 1 oyd .1\x\·!ort!Jy. r:anadi an Cor:sLmer, 
February, 1 <J77. ---------
ed. Cht~istine t1cKee, Tnstitutc 0f 1 'rh··;-· 
Studies, 1ctober 1~77 
,Joyce Crstein and Christine "c::·::e:, 
in Innovative ~trategics f01~ t:1e f\::~c:·."'l 
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Urban Studies, 0ctober 1°77. 
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Joyce Epstein Psychologist 
11 - 375 Wellington Crescent 
1-Jinnipeg, Hanitoba 
R3M OAl 
Telephone: 475 - 1477 
WORK 
1/76 - present 
3/75 - 8/75 
1/75 - 8/75 
1/74 - 8/74 
10/72 - 4/73 
2/70 - 9/72 
10/66 - 12/69 
5/66 - 9/66 & 
5/65 - 9/65 
10/62 - 4/66 
Research Officer, Institute of Urban Studies, University of 
\Vinnipeg, Winnipeg, Hanitoba. Design, direct and evaluate 
studies in the fields of ~ousing, women's needs, education, 
work, community services, and law enforcement. Also lecture 
in Environmental Psychology for an Urban Studies course. 
Consultant, California Youth Authority, Berkeley, California. 
Conducted research for a national study of women's correctional 
services. 
Adjunct faculty member, aew York Institute of Technology, 
Old Westbury, New York. Lectured in behavioural sciences for 
special adult degree program. 
Tutor (part-time), the Open University, London, England. 
Graded assignments for a course in introductory psychology. 
Program manager, Centre for Community Research, New York, 
New York •. Directed the planning, implementation and 
evaluation of programs in housing, delinquency, child 
development and aging. Also developed funding proposals. 
Senior research analyst, New York State Office of Planning 
Services, New York, New York. Regional planning coordinator 
for crime and juvenile delinq~ency control and prevention 
activities. Also responsible for creating, shaping and 
recommending approval of evaluation designs for funded 
programs throughout the state. 
Research analyst, New York State Division for Youth, New York, 
New York. Designed, directed and evaluated a series of studies 
on the occupational adjustment problems of economically 
disadvantaged urban youth. 
Psychologist, Psychiatric Institute, Hinnipeg, l1anitoba .. 
Conducted psychological testing and group therapy. 
Research and teaching assistant (part-time), University of 
Hanitoba, Department of Psychology, Hinnipeg, Hanitoba. 
Assisted in research projects on comBunications and learning. 
Taught introductory psychology and mental testing. 
EDUCATION 
University of Manitoba, Hinnipeg, Hanitoba BA/64 HA(Psychol)/66 
The New School for Social Research, New York, New York. Various non-credit 
courses in psychology and French language and literature. 1970 - 73. 
A\..JARDS 
Vineburg Research Prize in Psychology. 1966 
Board of Governors' Bursary. 1964 
Government of Manitoba Bursary. 1964 
Government of Manitoba Bursary. 1962 
The '\.Jinnipeg Tribune Award. 1962 
Publications and Papers 
Epstein and Vanderhoef, "Paraprofessionalism: A Study for the Hinnipeg Police 
Commission", Institute of Urban Studies, June 1977. 
Epstein, "Evaluation of Operation Affinnative Action" Institute of Urban 
Studies, April 1977. 
Epstein and McKee, "Inner City Profiles and Processes of Change" Institute 
of Urban Studies, April, 1977. 
McKee and Epstein, "Uindsor Park and Norwood Infonnation and Resource 
Centre Evaluation" Institute of Urban Studies, November, 1976. 
Goldman, Kohn, Epstein, Geiler and HcDonald, "Final Report: Youth and 
Hork Evaluation Study". New York State. 1972. 
~cElroy, Wilks, Epstein. Geiler, Goldstein and Delaney. "New York State 
Comprehensive Plan for Crime Control". New York State, 1972. 
Goldman, Kohn, Epstein and McDonald. "Dimensions of Work Experience Among 
Economically Disadvantaged Youth". Paper read at American 
Orthopsychiatric Association Heeting, San Francisco, 1970. 
Epstein, Goldman and McDonald. "Occupational Aspirations of Economically-
Disadvantaged Urban Youth". Paper read at Eastern Psychological 
Association Meeting, ~hiladelphia, 1969. 
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